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ABSTRACT: Water molecules play a key role in all biochemical processes. They help define the shape of proteins, and
they are reactant or product in many reactions and are released as ligands are bound. They facilitate the transfer of
protons through transmembrane proton channel, pump and transporter proteins. Continuum electrostatics (CE) force
fields used by program Multiconformation CE (MCCE) capture electrostatic interactions in biomolecules with an
implicit solvent, which captures the averaged solvent water equilibrium properties. Hybrid CE methods can use explicit
water molecules within the protein surrounded by implicit solvent. These hybrid methods permit the study of explicit
hydrogen bond networks within the protein and allow analysis of processes such as proton transfer reactions. Yet hybrid
CE methods have not been rigorously tested. Here, we present an explicit treatment of water molecules in the Gram-
icidin A (gA) channel using MCCE and compare the resulting distributions of water molecules and key hydration
features against those obtained with explicit solvent Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations with the nonpolarizable
CHARMM36 and polarizable Drude force fields. CHARMM36 leads to an aligned water wire in the channel charac-
terized by a large absolute net water dipole moment; the MCCE and Drude analysis lead to a small net dipole moment as
the water molecules change orientation within the channel. The correct orientation is not as yet known, so these
calculations identify an open question.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Water is a unique solvent, with a high dielectric con-
stant and a facile ability to make hydrogen bonds. It
plays an important role in determining the structure
and cellular localization as well as the dynamics, and
function of proteins and other biomolecules.1 It is the
solvent for biochemical reactions as well as the sub-
strate or product in many reactions. Water drives the
formation of membrane bilayers and of properly folded
proteins by solvating charged groups on the surface,

while favorable water–water interactions lead to the
burial of hydrophobic moieties.2 Stabilization of
charged groups by water modulates the proton affinity
of acidic and basic side chains and ligands. Its high
dielectric constant screens long-range electrostatic
interactions.3 The release of water molecules from apo-
protein cavities can have significant effects on ligand
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binding selectivity and affinity.4 Water is a weak acid
and base, so leads to a low concentrations of solvated
hydronium and hydroxyl ions in neutral, aqueous
solutions.

Protons play key roles in cellular reactions. Hþ is
often a biochemical reactant. Protons transfer into
buried active sites or through membrane embedded
proton pumps, such as bacteriorhodopsin5 and the
heme–copper oxidases.6,7 The transmembrane pH
gradient, is a vital store of cellular energy. Protons are
transferred via water molecules or polar side chains.8,9

While we will refer to the mobile proton, a proton is
always associated with one or more water molecules.
Hydronium is a minimum unit, but the proton is more
likely to be associated with two water molecules as a
Zundel cation or as a larger, Eigen complex. Water
associated protons move through proton specific
channels10–13 and play a role in proton dependent ion
and substrate transporters.14,15 Transiently hydrated
cavities help control the connectivity of proton path-
ways between the two sides of the membrane.5–7 Nat-
urally occurring short peptide antibiotics, such as
gramicidin work by forming open channels allowing
protons and other cations to pass through the targeted
cell membrane, dissipating essential gradients.16,17

Water molecules in oriented water wires with
aligned dipoles facilitate proton transfer via the Grot-
thuss mechanism.18–20 The water wire starts with
dipoles oriented in one direction and ends facing the
opposite direction. The water wire then must flip back
to the original dipole direction to prepare for the next
proton transfer.21–23

The stability of an aligned water wire and the barrier
to reorientation is likely to depend crucially on the local
dielectric environment of the narrow channel. Classical
MD simulations with additive force fields have been
used to study the dynamics of water molecules confined
in ion channels.21,24,25 The classical force fields such as
AMBER or CHARMM36 assign fixed partial charges to
all atoms, fixing the water molecule dipole moment.
However, the complex chemistry of permeation path-
ways presented by narrow pores such as the gramicidin
A (gA) channel should lead to a significant, dynamic,
induced component of the water molecular dipole
moment.26–30 The importance of induced polarizability
for water molecules has been shown in various
systems such as the stability and dynamics of individual
hydrogen-bonds31–33 as well as of water molecule
binding to the surface of nanomolecule or pro-
teins.34–36 Polarizability may thus affect potential bar-
riers and ion transport properties across the narrow
channels.30,37 Therefore, an account of the induced

dipole component of water molecule interactions are
critical to assess the accuracy of models as they try to
account for the thermodynamics of proton-induced
wire reorganization in proteins. A detailed under-
standing of the role of water molecules confined in the
narrow pores and the inter-play between the solvent–
protein and solvent–ion interactions can help provide
more clues for accurate descriptions of proton trans-
port in gA and other channels.

gA is a model system that has long been used to
study water molecules, protons and ions in chan-
nels.12,30,37,38 gA consists of 15 alternating l- and
d-amino acid residues in two right-handed �-helices,
with the N-terminus of both helices meeting in the
center of the membrane. The N-terminus is capped
with a formyl group and the C-terminus with an eth-
anolamine. The �-helical structure has side chains
pointing away from the channel pore, leaving sufficient
space for water molecules to form a single-file water
wire within the channel.39 gA is a simple model system,
with few conformational degrees of freedom and no
protonatable residues. Thus, the balance of water:water,
water:protein and water:ion interactions can be dis-
sected (relatively) cleanly. Various computational
methods have been used to study the protein stabili-
ty,40,41 as well as the water, proton and ion conductions
and selectivity.38,42 Implicit and explicit water models
have been used43 with nonpolarizable40 and polariz-
able30 MD force fields. MD analysis has been compared
with experimentally determined barriers and rates for
conductance of ions and protons.17

gA provides an ideal, simple model system to di-
rectly compare the properties of water molecules con-
fined in a protein found by different simulation
techniques and levels of theory. The presence of a
single-file water wire in gA is well established and its
dynamical reorganization is known to play a significant
role in monovalent cation and proton permeation. The
work presented here briefly reviews methods to treat
water molecules in molecular simulations then com-
pares the behavior of water wires in the gA channel
obtained with classical MD trajectories, trajectories
using the Drude polarizable force field and the Multi-
conformation Continuum Electrostatics (MCCE) pro-
gram which is a Continuum Electrostatics/Monte Carlo
(CE/MC) method. MCCE simulations are run on
snapshots from the classical MD trajectory. The MD
simulations use explicit water molecules inside and
outside of the channel. The MCCE calculations moni-
tors explicit individual water molecules within the
channel with an implicit, continuum solvent outside
of the membrane embedded protein. The resulting
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average number of water molecules in the channel, and
the water dipole orientation are compared for different
methods. The different methods give surprisingly dif-
ferent results. The dipole moment of water confined in
gA can be used as a reporter of the net alignment of the
water molecules. In the classical MD trajectories
obtained with the CHARMM36 force field, the water
molecules are highly aligned through the whole per-
meation pathway. They change direction quickly with
rare turns. In contrast, the dipole moment for water
modeled with the Drude polarizable force field has the
peak in the average dipole moment near zero showing
they are not aligned through the channel and the ori-
entation changes often through the trajectory. In MC
simulations with TIP3P water parameters and CE en-
ergies, water molecules in the channel also have a small
summed dipole moment. Increasing the size of the
water atomic charges in MCCE results in a dipole
distribution closer to that found in the classical MD
force field with an aligned water wire. MCCE is used to
calculate the barrier for proton transfer through the gA
channel, which is found to be in good agreement with
the results of earlier empirical valence bond (EVB)
calculations.44

1.1. Explicit water molecules

Water molecules are challenging to include in molec-
ular simulations. They are present at a concentration of
�55:5M so many individual molecules are required to
reproduce the solvent properties. The charge distribu-
tion is only approximated by standard fixed charge
force fields since the electron distribution is polarized
by the local environment.45 The parameters for water
molecules in MD simulations can use fixed charge force
fields46 or polarizable descriptions of the charge.27,47,48

The dielectric constant of water is time-dependent,
starting with the optical dielectric constant of 2 on the
picosecond time scale, then taking picoseconds to
nanoseconds to relax to the its static value near 80.49,50

The time for dielectric relaxation provides an estima-
tion of how long calculations with explicit water
molecules need to bring the water to equilibrium in an
MD simulation. Water molecule force fields remain a
continuing focus of innovation and modification.51–59

1.2. Properties of water modeled with
implicit solvent

Water molecules can also be included in simulations
by averaging their behavior with implicit models of

solvent water.3 This method aims to reproduce the
equilibrated electrostatic dielectric properties of water,
including ionic strength dependent solvation and
screening of ions, as well as the contribution of surface
area dependent hydrophobic energy and attractive
Lennard–Jones interactions.60 CE provides the foun-
dation for implicit solvent analysis. For MC calcula-
tions, the electrostatic potential is often determined
by the Poisson–Boltzmann equation of CE.3 In MD
simulations, the Generalized Born implementation is
often used.61 Implicit solvent methods have strengths
and weaknesses when compared to those that use ex-
plicit water molecules.62 Implicit solvent is always at
equilibrium with the charges in the system, so greatly
reduces the burden of sampling water molecule con-
figurations.62 However, implicit water loses all infor-
mation about individual water molecule dynamics,
localization and orientation. In contrast, explicit water
captures the motion of individual water molecule at the
expense of requiring sampling and equilibrating the
water molecules around the molecule of interest for
tens of nanoseconds.

1.3. Molecular dynamics or Monte
Carlo sampling

In addition to the choice of force fields to describe the
system, molecular modeling relies on the method of
sampling the available degrees of freedom. Molecular
dynamics (MD) moves atoms following Newton’s laws
of motion given the forces generated by the force fields
at the time-dependent atomic positions. Monte Carlo
(MC) sampling is an alternative approach to generate a
Boltzmann ensemble of microstates of molecules.63 MC
has advantages and disadvantages when compared
to MD methods. While MD generates moves from
knowledge of local forces, MC moves are random, with
their acceptance controlled by the system free energy.
The goal is to achieve an equilibrium ensemble of in-
dividual states of the molecule of interest, losing in-
formation about the pathway or rates of processes. If
equilibrium is achieved thermodynamic analysis can be
straightforward in MC simulations as the energies of all
microstates in the equilibrated ensemble are known.64

MC moves can change atomic positions of the mac-
romolecule, the distribution of bound and free ligand.
In addition, MC can sample different chemical states of
the system.

A group of MC methods have been developed for
accurate calculation of the pKa and redox midpoints,
Ems, of residues and ligands in proteins.3,65 Changing
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protonation states represents a chemical reaction so
cannot be treated by standard MD analysis, although
constant pH66–68 or Eh.

69 MD techniques are being
developed to handle these processes. MC methods is
often combined with a CE force field to calculate
electrostatic energies.70,71 These CE/MC methods have
the advantage of providing accurate electrostatic ener-
gies, taking into account electronic polarization with a
dielectric constant of 2 that is missing in classical
nonpolarizable MD, which uses a dielectric constant of
1.72 Higher dielectric constants for the protein are used
to model protein flexibility.73,74 These CE/MC methods
generate ensembles of protonation or redox states fol-
lowing changes in proton chemical potential (i.e. the
pH).3 Ligand binding has been treated by Grand ca-
nonical MC (GCMC), measuring the affinity of explicit
ions75,76 or hydronium77 binding to proteins in implicit
solvent water. MD simulations follow the position
changes of atoms over time in an unchanging chemical
state and thus fix the protonation states of all residues.
GCMC sampling thus allows ionization state changes
which conventional MD simulations do not.78

1.3.1. Degrees of freedom in the MCCE program

The MCCE is the CE/MC program that will be used
here. It retains a rigid protein backbone, but allows full
rotamer side chain search.79 It also allows GCMC
sampling of binding of explicit water, ions80 and other
small ligands to access relative binding affinities.81 One
microstate is made up of one choice of position and
protonation states for each side chain, ligand and as-
sociated explicit water. The choice for each group is
called a conformer. The energy of each state is the sum
of interactions with the continuum solvent (solvation
energy) and pairwise interactions calculated with the
rigid backbone and amongst all side chain and ligand
conformers in that microstate. The final result is the
probability of choosing each conformer of each residue
in the Boltzmann distribution. Changing the ligand
chemical potential or pH changes the equilibrium
distributions so gives the binding affinity of ligands and
the pKa of acids and bases.

1.4. Use of Monte Carlo sampling with
explicit water

In most CE/MC applications, water molecules are re-
moved from the simulation and replaced by an implicit
solvent with a dielectric constant of 80. Hybrid CE/MC
methods use MC sampling, with a CE force field, with
implicit solvent outside of the macromolecule, while

explicit water molecules with many conformational
choices are available for sampling within cavities. Cal-
culations comparing the pKas of residues deeply buried
within bacteriorhodopsin using only implicit solvent
with those using explicit water molecules near key
residues showed remarkably similar values.79 Explicit
water molecules have been used to follow proton
pathways in proteins via MC sampling within CE/MC
simulations.7

1.5. Modeling proton transfer in molecular
dynamics simulations

Because proton transfer involves making and breaking
of covalent bonds, it cannot be treated with classical
MD simulations. Quantum mechanical methods, such
as Car-Parrinello ab initio MD,82 have offered impor-
tant insights but at a substantial computational cost.
Semiempirical methods based on valence bond theory83

are much more efficient and have been used widely on
a variety of problems.84,85 Dissociative models that view
water as a collection of free H and O particles have also
been proposed,86–91 but have so far been applied mostly
to pure water or material science problems. The con-
stant pH approach for modeling proton transfer com-
bines classical MD simulation with periodic MC steps
that move a proton to an eligible neighboring site.12,92

However, the existing approaches violate detailed bal-
ance.93 A method based on �-dynamics94 has also been
proposed95,93 but so far has been applied only to proton
transfer between water molecules.

1.6. The barrier for hydronium transfer in
Gramicidin channel

The proton gradient across energized bacterial, mito-
chondrial and chloroplast membranes provides the
energy source for ATP synthesis and other processes. It
is therefore necessary to control proton conduction
without introduction of leaks.20 gA collapses the proton
gradient by poking a hole in the membrane. Protons
are conducted through gA by the Grotthuss mecha-
nism.20 MD simulation,96,97 umbrella sampling,96 and
multistate EVB (MS-EVB)98 have been used to analyze
the thermodynamic properties of the proton in chan-
nels leading to conduction. In this paper, MC sampling
is used to calculate the energy of a hydronium molecule
moving through the gA channel. The energy difference
for a hydronium in water or in the gA channel
is compared with that calculated using the EVB
method.44
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2. METHODS

2.1. gA protein model

The starting structure of the gA dimer was derived
from the X-ray structure (PDB ID: 1JNO). Each of the
gA monomers has the sequence: formyl-Val1- Gly2-
Ala3- DLeu4- Ala5- DVal6- Val7- DVal8- Trp9- DLeu10-
Trp11-DLeu12-Trp13-DLeu14-Trp15-ethanolamine. The
two monomers are each oriented with their N-terminus
in the middle of the membrane.

2.2. Classical MD simulations

The simulation protocol was generated within the
CHARMM-GUI, based on optimal settings for simu-
lations of protein-membrane systems in OpenMM.99

The parameters for the N- and C-termini formyl and
ethanolamine caps for both classical MD and MCCE
are taken from Ref. 12. For Classical MD simulations,
the protein was embedded in a 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC) membrane using
the CHARMM-GUI Web server.99 The CHARMM36
force field is used for the protein and lipids and TIP3P
model is used for water molecules. This puts a charge
of �0:834 on each water oxygen.

An initial energy minimization is carried out for 500
steps with heavy atoms of the protein and lipid mole-
cules restrained with a force constant 4000, 2000 and
1000 kJ/mol/nm2, for protein backbone, side chain and
lipid heavy atoms respectively. A step-wise equilibra-
tion was performed in the NPT ensemble, where
restraints on the heavy atoms are gradually released.
The pressure was regulated by MC membrane barostat
in OpenMM at a pressure of 1 bar and a pressure
coupling frequency of 100 simulation steps. The tem-
perature was maintained at 303.15 K using Langevin
thermostat. The simulations were carried out using
OpenMM (GPU version).100 Snapshots were saved
every 1 ps for 200 ns. The restrained MD trajectories
were carried out with the channel restrained with a
positional restraint force 50 kJ/mol/nm2 for the gA
backbone.

2.3. MD simulations with Drude force field

The 2013b version of CHARMM Drude force field for
proteins and lipids was used.101–104 The parameters for
ethanolamine and formyl groups present in gA were
taken from Ref. 105. The SWM4-NDP model is used
for water molecules in the channel and in bulk.101

It consists of two hydrogens (with charge 0.557330),

one oxygen (with charge �1:11466). Charged auxiliary
particles are attached to the oxygen with springs.

The equilibrated system from Refs. 28 and 101 was
used to generate the starting configurations for MD
simulations with the Drude polarizable force field. The
resulting simulation systems contained the gA channel
embedded into a lipid bilayer comprised of 96 DMPC
molecules solvated by 4003 SWM4-NDP water.28,101 A
hexagonal periodic cell with a side of 61Å and length of
77Å was used for all production simulations. Langevin
dynamics with a dual-thermostat scheme was used to
propagate the atoms and auxiliary Drude particles with
an extended Lagrangian formalism implemented in the
NAMD package.102,106 The thermostat acting on heavy
(non-Drude) particles was set to Theavy ¼ 330K to
enhance sampling of lipid dynamics as suggested pre-
viously.107 The Langevin damping coefficient was set to
1.0 ps�1. The weak damping coefficient enables stable
Drude production runs with an integration time step of
1.0 fs.108 For all production runs, TDrude ¼ 0:1K was
used with a spring constant for the atom–Drude bond
of 1000 kcal/mol/Å2.109,110 A damping constant of
20.0 ps�1 was applied to Drude particles.

2.4. MCCE simulations

MCCE is used to carry out the CE/MC simulations of
the water molecules in the gA channel.79 In MCCE a
conformer is a specified set of positions and charges
that can be chosen in MC sampling for the residue or
ligand. These provide the degrees of freedom for a
protein with a fixed backbone. Conformers are made
prior to MC sampling and all energy terms are pre-
calculated. Microstates, which specify the conformer
for each residue and ligand, are subjected to GCMC
sampling.78

The energy of a microstate includes self-energy
electrostatic solvation energy and torsion energy for
each conformer, which are independent of the choices
for other residues. To these are added the pair-wise
Lennard–Jones and electrostatic interactions between
all conformers in the microstate. For GCMC binding
calculations as carried out here, the water molecules
chemical potential is considered.81 For pH titrations,
the free energy of group ionization at the pH of the
calculation is included.111 Thus, the free energy cost of
producing a hydronium in solution is a component of
the calculation of the free energy of hydronium transfer
through the channel.

Electrostatic interactions are calculated with
DelPhi112 using PARSE charges and radii113 with a
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dielectric constant of 4 for protein and featureless
slab which mimics the membrane and 80 for water with
150 mM implicit ions.78 Amber non-electrostatic
parameters are used.114 As with the classical MD
simulations the N- and C-termini formyl and etha-
nolamine caps are taken from earlier calculations12 and
the default water model is TIP3P with the partial
charges of O: �0:834 and H: 0.417. The standard
MCCE calculations were carried out at 298K. Addition
simulations are presented where the temperature we
raised to 330K for Metropolis sampling and the di-
electric constant for water was reduced to 70. The in-
ternal dielectric constant remained at 4.

2.5. Placing explicit water molecules in the
channel in MCCE

Each MCCE calculation starts with a snapshot from the
backbone restrained classical MD trajectory with all
water molecules and lipids removed. As used for the
MCCE simulations of other membrane proteins the
protein is embedded in a 35Å tall low dielectric slab
using the Implement Protein Environment for CE
(IPECE) utility.79 This is a minimal, implicit membrane
model, whose sole purpose is to form a region with a
low dielectric constant around a protein.

Protein coordinates are taken from nine snapshots
of the MD restrained trajectory. These are chosen
based on the summed dipole moment of the water
molecules in that snapshot. Thus, the water molecules
in three of the snapshots have a net positive dipole
moment, three have a negative dipole moment and
three have summed dipole moments near zero. The
results presented for the MCCE calculation are the
sum of the results starting with each snapshot,
weighted by probability of each dipole moment in the
trajectory.

Water molecules were added to the channel on a
7 �A� 7 �A� 22Å rectangular grid with 0.5 Å spacing
oriented along the channel z-axis. Grid points that
clash with the protein atoms were removed. An oxy-
gen atom was placed at the approximately 700
remaining grid points. For each oxygen, a fixed
number of water molecule conformers were generated
by applying 10 random rotations to place protons on
the fixed oxygen position (Fig. SI.1). Thus, � 7000
water molecule conformers are sampled. A compari-
son analysis considering 5, 10, 15, or 20 different
proton positions (water conformers) is shown in
Fig. SI.2. The default calculations included 10 water
conformers/oxygen.

2.6. Tests for convergence of the water
molecules in the gA channel in
MC sampling

In MCCE we evaluated convergence in two ways. One
is the stability of measurable outcomes, these being the
distribution of the number of water molecules in the
channel, the number of hydrogen bonds and the
summed dipole moment of these water molecules. The
more rigorous test is the difference in the Boltzmann
averaged energy for 100 restarts of MC sampling. With
the TIP3P water charges the full width at half maxi-
mum (FWHM) of the average energy distribution is
generally � 0:2–0.3 kcal/mol and all MC restarts have
an average total energy range within � 0:4 kcal/mol
(Fig. SI.3). Microstates created in different input
snapshots do have different energy resulting from the
differences in the input protein backbone and side
chain conformation.

Three methods are used to enhance convergence. (1)
The oxygens are grouped so that all water conformers,
where the oxygen has the same z-coordinate, are
treated as one residue, so that only one conformer from
the slice can contribute to a given microstate. All water
molecules in one layer are too close to each other so
they can never be present in the same accepted mi-
crostate. Thus, grouping them in one residue eliminates
the chance that any microstate with two water mole-
cules in the same layer would be evaluated as a pro-
posed microstate and then rejected. There are 44 layers,
separated by 0.5 Å. (2) The ratio of conformers in the
channel and outside in the bulk is varied. There are
� 7000 conformers to choose from but only approxi-
mately 7 will be in the channel at one time. Each layer
has � 10 oxygens and thus 100 different choices for
water molecule conformers in the gA channel. Six to
ten chances to move out of the protein are included for
each layer. Water molecules transferred to the bulk
have an electrostatic solvation (reaction field) energy of
�2:6 kcal/mol, which is the value calculated for a
TIP3P water molecule in solvent with a dielectric
constant of 4 inside and 80 outside. (3) The number of
new conformer choices made for each microstate helps
to reduce the memory of the system. Standard MCCE
makes from 1 to 3 changes before evaluating the en-
ergy. Here 10 to 20 changes are applied before calcu-
lating the energy of the new microstate and applying
Metropolis criteria for acceptance.

The calculations with TIP3P water atomic charges
are well converged, giving both consistent averaged
microstate energy and physical properties. We will
present some information about MCCE calculations
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with a larger water partial charge on the water molecule
that can reproduce elements of the behavior of the
classical MD trajectories. For larger charge of water
model, the measurable properties we present are robust,
but the energy difference between multiple restarts of
MC sampling have significantly different energies. Thus,
while the large charge calculations provide useful in-
formation, they are very difficult to converge.

2.7. Water chemical potential

We have not set out to independently calculate the
absolute binding affinity of the ligand water molecule in
the MCCE simulations. Rather energy is added to the
ligand solution chemical potential in a binding titration
to match experimental or other computational results.
In previous studies of ion binding, an experimental Kd

is used to define the concentration at a given MCCE
energy.80 Here, we will compare the distribution of the
number of water molecules in the channel in MCCE
and in the MD calculations.

In MCCE, it is recognized that the ratio of available
reactant to product conformers changes the outcome.
A correction for this imbalance, which excludes the
conformers that are at high energy and so are never in
accepted microstates need not be considered, is include
in the standard MCCE program.78

2.8. Analysis of the water molecules in the
gA channel

When carrying out calculations using different force
fields it is difficult to directly compare energy terms. In
addition, as the different methods have different degrees
of freedom, contribution of entropy to the results will be
different. A Solvation Structure and Thermodynamic
Mapping (SSTmap)115 analysis of the classical MD tra-
jectories and an analogous analysis of energy terms in
MCCE for water molecules are found in Table SI.2. In
the main text, we will focus on observable water prop-
erties in the channels where the outcome of the different
calculations can be directly compared.

2.8.1. Counting water molecules

The number of water molecules in the channel is a
function of the relative energy of the water in bulk
solvent and in the channel. For the MD simulation, the
total number of water molecules inside the gA channel
is determined using VMD.116 Frames separated by
20 ps are aligned with each other along the z-axis,
the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of atomic

positions of 200 ns restrained and unrestrained struc-
tures are shown in Fig. SI.4.

The water molecules where the oxygen coordinates
are within the limits of the gA channel protein are
considered inside the channel. In the MCCE simula-
tion, explicit water molecule conformers are only
placed within the channel. The water molecules count
is the average number of explicit water molecules
bound in the GCMC accepted microstates.

2.8.2. Dipole orientation

The dipole moment describes the overall orientation
of water molecules in the gA channel in a given
MD snapshot or MC microstate. The channel is
aligned along the z-axis, through the membrane. The
z-component of the dipole moment is given by

�z ¼ q0 � rz; ð1Þ
where q0 is the charge on the oxygen and rz is the
vector sum of the z-components for each O–H bond.
The dipole moment is determined individually for each
MD snapshot or MC microstate as the sum of �z for
each water molecule in the channel.

The Dipole Moment Watcher tool in VMD is used to
calculate the dipole moment for every frame in the MD
trajectory. For the Drude MD trajectory, only the real
atoms are considered, the oscillator positions are not in-
cluded. For MCCE simulation the dipole moment is cal-
culated independently for the water molecules in each
accepted microstate. A histogram of the dipole moments
for each set of conditions used a standard bin of 0.1D.The
z-component of the dipole moment of the gA protein
backbone in each frame of the classical MD trajectory is
also calculated with the VMD tool (Fig. SI.5).

2.8.3. Count of hydrogen bonds between water
molecules and from water molecules to
protein backbone

Hydrogen bonds made between neighboring water
molecules N HB

ww or between a water molecule and
the protein backbone N HB

pw are counted if the distance
between heavy atoms is � 3:5Å and hydrogen–donor–
acceptor angle is � 30�.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Number of water molecules within the
gA channel

The number of water molecules in the gA channel at
equilibrium is a function of both the free energy of the
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water molecules in bulk solvent and their energy in the
channel. Explicit water MD simulations are carried out
using the standard CHARMM36 force field as well as
with the polarizable Drude oscillators. Table 1 shows
the average number of water molecules in the channel
and Fig. 1 shows the distribution of the count of the
number of water molecules in individual MD snapshots
or MC microstates. The 200 ns restrained MD trajec-
tory has a narrow distribution, strongly favoring eight
water molecules. The 200 ns unrestrained classical MD
trajectory prefers seven water molecules in the channel.
Previous experiment results also showed around seven
water molecules inside the gA channel.117 The MD
simulation with the Drude force fields has on average

only six water molecules and has a wider range of water
molecule numbers in the channel.

With the standard MCCE force field and added
chemical potential of zero and no correction for the
implicit water van der Waals interaction, the channel
occupancy in MCCE is close to that seen with the
unrestrained MD simulations. This may reflect the
PARSE charge and radii used for the solution of the
Poisson–Boltzmann equation in the calculation were
optimized to replicate solute transfer data so these
parameters model the energy of water molecule transfer
without significant correction needed.118 There are
only modest differences in the distribution of water
molecules in the gA channel for MCCE calculations
initiated with different MD snapshots (Fig. SI.6).

The water chemical potential wasmodified for a single
snapshot in MCCE to examine the binding isotherm
Fig. 2. The channel saturates at approximately 14 water
molecules, however after there are � 8 water molecules
the binding becomes somewhat anti-cooperative. Con-
vergence of the MC sampling is evaluated by the distri-
bution of the Boltzmann averaged energy for 100
independent MC runs. As the channel becomes more
packed it becomes more difficult for the MC sampling to
converge as the behavior of all water molecules become
increasingly interdependent Fig. SI.7.

Fig. 1. Distribution of the number of water molecules inside the gA channel found in: (a) restrained MD trajectory with CHARMM36
force field; (b) unrestrained MD trajectory with CHARMM36 force field; (c) MC sampling using MCCE with TIP3P charges; and (d) MD
trajectory with Drude force field.

Table 1. Average number of water molecules in gA channel.

Simulation methods Water charges Water count

CHARMM36 (restrained) O: �0.834, H: 0.417 7.84� 0.93
CHARMM36 (unrestrained) O: �0.834, H: 0.417 7.38� 0.95
Drude O: �1.114, H: 0. 557 5.93� 1.09
MCCE 303K O: �0.834, H: 0.417 7.37� 0.19
MCCE 330K O: �0.834, H: 0.417 7.35� 0.18

Note: The classical MD trajectories were carried out at 303.15 K.
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3.2. Dipole orientation of water molecules
inside gA channel

3.2.1. MD simulation

The gA protein is made up of 2 identical �-helices each
15 amino acids long,16 oriented so the two N-termini
meet in the middle of the membrane. The N- and
C-termini are capped with the neutral formyl and

ethanolamine groups, respectively, so there is not
charge on the termini. The �-helix alternates the ori-
entation of adjacent amides (as in a �-strand) so it does
not build up a helix macro-dipole as would be found in
an �-helix. The summed amide dipole moment of the
backbone along the membrane z-axis, �z;prot is close to
0 (Fig. SI.5). The question then is whether the water
molecules inside the gA channel align with the helix,
flipping in the middle, or if the water:water interactions
ensure that they keep one orientation through the
channel. The three computational methods find dif-
ferent equilibrium water orientations.

The dipole moment of the water molecules in the
channel was calculated along a 200 ns restrained, clas-
sical MD trajectory. (Fig. 3(a)) A histogram of the
summed water dipole moments (�z;wat) show two clear
peaks at �14 Debye (Fig. 3(a)) with a FWHM of � 3D
as has been found previously.119 The sign of the ori-
entation is arbitrary but is used consistently for a given
trajectory. Typical water molecule positions in states
with positive, negative and near 0 Debye dipole mo-
ment are shown in Fig. 4. After 200 ns, the probability
45.5% of the snapshots have water molecules oriented
in the positive direction, 1.1% have a dipole moment
near zero (þ5 Debye to �5 Debye), while 53.4% are
oriented in the negative direction. The flips between
positive and negative orientation are rare. Thus, these

(a)

Fig. 3. Summed dipole moment for the water molecules in the gA channel in each snapshot in the MD trajectories. Left: The distribution of
the water dipole moments. Right: The dipole moment of the water molecules inside the gA channel through each trajectory as a function of
time. (a) Restrained MD trajectory with CHARMM36 force field; (b) unrestrained MD trajectory with CHARMM36 force field and (c) MD
trajectory with Drude force field.

Fig. 2. Average number of water molecules in the gA channel as a
function of the extra, unfavorable chemical potential added to water
molecules in bulk solvent in the GCMC simulation in MCCE. All
other calculations reported here have zero energy added to bulk
water chemical potential.
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water molecules maintain an ordered water wire that
persists through the channel, rather than changing
orientation in the middle of the channel. It should be
noted there is no transmembrane potential nor ions in
any of these simulations to orient the water molecules
in the channel.

The transition between states with positive and
negative dipole moments states of the water wire takes
only � 6 ps, starting at one end and zipping along to
the other side (Fig. 5). This is the orientation change
required for the Grotthuss mechanism.20,38 With 97
flips/200 ns the flip rate is � 4:9� 108 flips/s. The rate
ðkÞ is k ¼ k0 � 10�Ea=kT. Using the standard value of

k0 of � 1013/s, the flip barrier is � 5:8 kcal/mol. This
estimate of the barrier obtained from the measured
frequency of transition is higher than the 2–3 kcal/mol
estimated previously from PMF simulations at 330K.
The trajectory here is run at 303.15K, which may
contribute to there being fewer flips.20,119

When the restraints on the amide backbone are
released in the classical CHARMM36 MD trajectory
the water wire remains oriented through the channel,
with two peaks in the �z;wat histogram near �14 Debye
(Fig. 3(b)). The flip rate is � 3:25� 108 flips/s. This
suggests the barrier is � 6:0 kcal/mol, similar to the
value found with the restrained simulation. A running

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. (Continued )
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sum of the averaged dipole moment with time shows
that the dipole moment requires at least 150 ns to
converge to an approximate 50:50 mix of positive and
negative facing water wires (Fig. SI.8).20 In contrast, the
water wire orientation in the restrained MD trajectory
converges in less than 50 ns. However, in all trajecto-
ries, the probability that the sum of the water dipole is
near zero remains very low at � 1%.

The behavior of the water molecules in the gA
channel was explored with the Drude polarizable force
field and SWM4-NDP water model. The results are
quite different than found in the classical
CHARMM36 MD simulations. The cumulative water
dipole now has a broad distribution peaked between
0D and �4D (Fig. 3(c)). The water molecules are
rarely fully oriented in either direction. In addition,
the dipole orientation is very dynamic, changing often
through the trajectory.

3.2.2. MC simulation

The total dipole moment of the water molecules inside
the channel is determined for each microstate, where a
microstate is analogous to a frame in an MD trajectory.

Fig. 4. Example of water orientation for the microstates with: (a)
positive dipole moment; (b) near zero dipole moment and (c)
negative dipole moment. Each figure represents one snapshot from
the restrained MD trajectory.

Fig. 5. Series of snapshots separated by 1 ps from in the restrained classical force field MD trajectory which shows the process by which the
water wire in the gA channel changes direction. The reorientation takes approximately 6 ps.
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Here we have saved � 50 million microstates for each
independent MC sampling with the results from
100 independent MC runs added together for each
snapshot.

The distribution of �z;wat was determined. The
single input MD snapshot has one water orientation
with a unique dipole moment. However, MC sampling
from any snapshot yields a broad distribution of dipole
moments, which usually has a single peak (Fig. SI.9).
Thus, while MCCE analysis of an individual MD
snapshot cannot capture the full spread of the full MD
trajectory, it does show a broad distribution of water
orientations in the Boltzmann distribution of micro-
states that are acceptable in this protein.

The results were obtained using protein structures
from the restrained MD snapshots with positive, neg-
ative or near zero dipole moment. The MCCE results
from each snapshot were summed, weighted by the
probability of these positions in the MD trajectory to
generate the properly weighted dipole moment distri-
bution (Fig. 6). The overall dipole moment distribution
shows one broad peak centered near 0 Debye, more
similar to that found with the Drude, polarizable force
field than with the classical MD analysis. The dipole
distribution is little changed when the temperature

for the Metropolis acceptance is carried out at 298 K
or 330K.

3.2.3. The orientation of the states with a net dipole
moment near zero

In the dipole moment distribution from the MD tra-
jectory with the Drude force field and in the MCCE
simulation with TIP3P water model, there are many
states which have a dipole moment near 0 Debye.
There are two ways to get a summed dipole moment
near zero. One is that the water molecules flip in the
middle of the gA channel pointing their protons to-
wards the NTR (or CTR). The other way is that they
are disordered so are not orientated strongly to the
protein or to each other (Fig. 7).

The dipole moment is calculated separately for water
molecules inside the two helices. For the states with a net
dipole between�1 and 1 Debye, 30% of the snapshots in
the Drude trajectory are disordered, while 20% of the
microstates are disordered in the MCCE MC sampling
(Fig. 7(a)). The rest are oriented, but reverse direction in
the middle when the two peptides come together. In the
Drude trajectory, approximately 35% the water mole-
cules have their oxygens pointing towards the center and

Fig. 6. (Color online) Comparison of the distribution of water
molecule dipole moments in each MD snapshot or MC microstate.
Water molecules in MCCE: Black line: 303.15 K; Purple line: 330 K.
The dipole moment peak is slightly higher at the higher tempera-
ture. The results of MCCE simulations with TIP3P water, initiated
with nine snapshots were, with three each for positive, negative and
near zero net dipole moment and weighted by the probability of
each dipole orientation in the MD trajectory (Fig. SI.9). Distribu-
tion of summed water molecule dipole moment in each frame of
restrained CHARMM36 MD trajectory (yellow line) or Drude force
field (cyan line) are reproduced from Figs. 3(a) and 3(c).

Fig. 7. Examples of water molecules in gA channel whose sum-
med dipole moment is between �1 Debye: (a) water molecules are
disordered; water molecules flip orientation in the middle; with
protons oriented towards: (b) the outside of the channel and (c) the
center of the channel.
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the same number keep the oxygens pointing toward the
outside of the channel (Fig. 7(b)). In the MCCE analysis
the orientation with the oxygens pointing to the inside is
preferred (Fig. 7(c)).

3.3. Hydrogen bond analysis of MD and
MC simulations

Hydrogen bonds can be formed with neighboring water
molecules or with the nearby protein backbone car-
bonyls (Fig. 8). The resultant number of hydrogen
bonds have been compared for the restrained Classical
MD simulation and MCCE simulation (Table 2).
SSTMap was used to determine the average hydrogen
bond number for each cluster.115 This program divides
all oxygen positions along the whole trajectory into
eight clusters in a given MD frame or MC microstate
(Fig. SI.10). The hydrogen bond connections between
the specific water molecules found between water
molecules assigned to a specific cluster in that frame or
microstate are evaluated.

In the classical MD simulation, each water molecule
has on average 1.60 hydrogen bonds with neighboring
water molecules and 0.99 hydrogen bond with
protein. These values are consistent with those found
previously.20 For the MCCE calculations there are only
0.61 hydrogen bonds with neighboring water mole-
cules, fewer than MD. However, there are on average
1.22 hydrogen bonds to the protein which is more than
the MD simulation.

The decrease in water:water hydrogen bonds in the
MCCE calculations is a reflection of the less organized

Fig. 8. Water molecules inside the gA channel taken from a single
MD snapshot. The black dashed lines show hydrogen bonds be-
tween water molecules or between water molecules and the protein
backbone carbonyls. This example has eight water molecules with
seven water unique hydrogen bonds and 11 water:protein hydrogen
bonds. The dipole moment of the eight water molecules in the gA
channel is �15 Debye.

Table 2. Average properties of water molecules in gA channel obtained from
MCCE GCMC simulations and restrained MD trajectory with classical
CHARMM36 force field.

Cluster MC fwat MC N HB
ww MC N HB

pw MD fwat MD N HB
ww MD N HB

pw

1 0.96 0.29 1.06 0.88 1.32 1.30
2 0.82 0.69 1.28 0.91 1.79 0.85
3 0.92 0.72 1.31 0.93 1.84 0.86
4 0.97 0.69 1.08 0.93 1.84 0.85
5 0.57 0.76 1.10 0.92 1.80 0.85
6 0.89 0.72 1.55 0.87 1.54 1.10
7 0.64 0.64 1.41 0.74 1.24 1.14
8 0.84 0.34 0.95 0.79 1.46 0.98
Mean 0.83 0.61 1.22 0.87 1.60 0.99
Std. Dev. 0.15 0.18 0.20 0.07 0.24 0.17

Notes: TIP3P water molecules are grouped into eight clusters as described in
Section 8 (Supporting Information). SSTMap is used for the MD trajectory and the
algorithm was repurposed to analyze the water molecules in each accepted MC
microstate. The analysis of a MCCE simulation initiated with a single MD snapshot is
shown. fwat: Fraction of MD frames or MCCE snapshots that have a water in this
cluster; N HB

ww : Average number of hydrogen bonds between water molecules in this
cluster with water molecules in adjacent clusters; N HB

pw : Average number of hydrogen
bonds between water molecules in the given cluster and the protein backbone. Mean
and standard deviation average the properties of the eight clusters.
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water wires (Fig. 9). All MCCE microstates were di-
vided by their summed dipole moments and the
number of hydrogen bonds was determined for each
microstate. The number of hydrogen bonds between
water molecules increases as the water molecules be-
come more aligned. When MD snapshots and MC

microstates have the same degree of alignment they
have essentially the same number of water:water hy-
drogen bonds.

3.4. Increasing the water molecule atomic
partial charges in MCCE

The MCCE parameters were modified, increasing the
charge on the oxygen to be �1:2, to see if we could
match the enhanced alignment of the water wires in
the classical MD trajectory. In MCCE, the dielectric
constant is 4, while it is 1 in the classical MD trajec-
tory, thus the electrostatic screening reduces the
interactions between the water molecules. Increasing
the water partial charges increases the alignment of
the MC water wire. The model with larger atomic
partial charges has much larger total energies and
proved to be much more difficult to come to conver-
gence. A number of modifications were made for the
MCCE MC sampling methods, which are described in
Fig. SI.11. However, despite not being fully converged
we present data on the system with large water partial
charges because the properties of interest are found to
be quite reproducible. The key result is with the larger
charges the orientation of the water wire becomes
significantly closer to that found in the classical MD
trajectory (Fig. 10). As suggested in Fig. 9, the water
wire becomes more oriented and more water:water
hydrogen bonds are made (Table 3). Thus, with larger
partial charges, the water wire orientation and hy-
drogen bond count approach that of the classical MD
simulation.

Fig. 9. (Color online) The number of hydrogen bonds between
water molecules in MCCE microstates as a function of dipole
moment of the microstate. MCCE microstates are binned into
groups with the same dipole moment �3D. Water molecules are
divided into eight clusters as described in Table 2; Blue points: the
average number of water:water hydrogen bonds between adjacent
water clusters as a function of the microstate dipole moment;
Purple points: average number of water:water hydrogen bonds
between water clusters in the restrained MD trajectory.

Fig. 10. The summed dipole moment distribution for enhanced
water charge with water oxygen partial charge of �1:2. The MCCE
analysis was initiated with the same MD snapshots and water
positions as used in Fig. 6.

Table 3. Average properties of water
molecules in gA channel obtained from
MCCE GCMC simulations with O partial
charge of �1:2.

Cluster fwat N HB
ww N HB

pw

1 0.84 0.66 1.00
2 0.92 1.39 1.32
3 0.98 1.58 0.94
4 0.99 1.86 0.35
5 0.97 1.91 1.64
6 0.99 1.60 1.61
7 0.92 0.92 1.26
8 0.37 0.58 0.74
Mean 0.87 1.31 1.11
Std. Dev. 0.21 0.53 0.44

Note: See Table 2 for a description of the
table entries.
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3.5. Barrier to hydronium transfer

The gA channel has been used as a model system for
the study of ion and hydronium transfer through
channels.98,119–121 An excess proton is assumed to go
through the channel via the Grotthuss mecha-
nism.20,98,120 To determine the energy of moving a
hydronium through the channel in the MCCE simu-
lation, we started with a microstate with eight water
molecules within the 25Å channel. One water at a time
was replaced with a hydronium (H3Oþ), which had
five possible proton orientations. The protein structure
and oxygen positions of water and hydronium are
fixed. The proton positions on the hydronium and
surrounding water molecules were allowed to come to
equilibrium and the total system free energy was
obtained. Thus, each calculation has seven water
molecules and one hydronium. The results initiated
with 10 different snapshots were averaged.

Generating hydronium from water in solution
requires 12.36 kcal/mol at pH 7.4. The average barrier
for moving a hydronium going through the channel is
7:0� 1:1 kcal/mol (Fig. 11(a)). The value of the barrier
for hydronium in the gA channel can be compared
with earlier calculations which provided an estimate of
6 kcal/mol with an uncertainty of 1–2 kcal/mol44 using
the EVB model and Langevin dynamics to simulate the
proton transportation in gA channel. The EVB simu-
lations highlighted the importance of electrostatic en-
ergy in determining the proton transport rate. As CE/
ME methods are optimized for the calculation of pro-
cesses that change the charge state of the system, this
may allow them to estimate the hydronium energy

using a classical model. In the presence of the hydro-
nium all water molecules orient towards the positive
charge (Fig. 11(b)).

4. CONCLUSION

Gramicidin is a simple water and cation conducting
channel and so has provided a model system to explore
the properties of water and ions in a confined space.
We have investigated the ability of MCCE, which uses
MC sampling with CE energies to recover the proper-
ties of water found with MD simulations. MD simu-
lations without a polarizable force field yield a water
wire with a single orientation through the channel. In
contrast, with a polarizable Drude force field the water
molecules have a summed dipole moment of the water
molecules near zero. Thus, it is not certain what the
water orientation in the gA channel should be.

MCCE with standard TIP3P water parameters yields
water dipole orientations much closer to that found
with the polarizable Drude MD simulation. This may
reflect CE including polarization in the dielectric re-
sponse. Increasing the charge on the water molecules in
MCCE yields water orientations closer to that found in
the nonpolarizable simulation. The barrier for hydro-
nium in the channel of 7� 1 kcal/mol calculated with
MCCE, which agrees remarkably well with earlier cal-
culations that used a more sophisticated EVB model.44

CE with implicit solvent is generally used to remove
explicit water molecules, which have many degrees of
freedom and can be difficult to come to equilibrium.

(a) (b)

Fig. 11. (a) The free energy found for the gA channel with seven water molecules and one hydronium as a function of the hydronium
position. The reference state has one hydronium in solution. (b) The dipole moment of the water wire as the hydronium is moved through
the gA channel. The water wire is fully oriented with protons pointing away from the hydronium.
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However, using gA as a model system, we see that
explicit water molecules provide appropriate numbers
of water molecules in the channel, degree of dipole
orientation and barrier to hydronium found with other
simulation techniques that use quite different methods
of sampling and different force fields. This supports the
use of hybrid continuum models that include explicit
water in regions where they play a functional role, with
implicit water elsewhere.
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